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INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric dispersion models are mathematical expressions that combine
source emissions with meteorological parameters to produce air quality
estimates at specified receptor locations. At airports where many
sources and receptors are involved, refined models such as the Airport
Vicinity Air Pollution model (AVAP)(1) are used to determine air quality.
However, where few sources and receptors are involved, screening models
are very attractive for identiving the need for further analysis with
the more refined models. This report describes one of these screening
models, SIMPLEX "A".

This report describes the mathematical basis for the model, lists the
program, and explains the steps taken to compute pollution dosage.
Special program features are described ard two sample problems are
solved.

The experienced user, who is primarily concerned with running a specific
problem, may bypass the descriptive sections of this report and proceed
directly to the "Sample Problem-Program Operation" section on page 5.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

SIMPLEX "A", which has been programmed for the Hewlett Packard 67 and 97
desk calculators, addresses emissions during takeoff. Additional SIMPLEX
models are being developed to determine the air quality impact from
taxiing and queueing aircraft as well as from ground vehicles at the
airport. The model is particularly useful at small airports and at

those airports having only a few dominant sources.

SIMPLEX "A" uses the same Gaussian formulation employed in many of the
refined models listed in the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA)
guidelines on air quality models. It accomplishes its function by
simplifying many of the detailed features of the more refined models.
The model is an integrated puff model for an accelerating point source.
Downwind receptors are assumed to be at ground level (z=O) and receive
pollution doses from each emission puff. Figure I describes the source-
receptor geometry where the dose from each emission puff is summed at a
receptor to give a total dose due to a complete takeoff event. Concentrations
are measured in parts per million (ppm) of Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2 ) where
the complete conversion of Nitrogen Oxides (NO ) to NO is assumed. In

x 2cases where Carbon Monoxide (CO) concentrations are required, NO2
calculations can be factored appropriately. The total dose at point
x,y,O is given by the equation:

ff'c T" v " L.. TF ', " j (2)

SYMBOL DEFINITION UNITS

receptor exposure of dose ppm-sec. (NO2)= downwind distance in the direction

of the mean wind meters (i)

Y= crosswind distance m

iI
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Because of technical difficulties, it has not been possible to determine
CTo values from measurements tat.n at airports during high thrust airplane
takeoff. However, plume measuremvnts have been made during low thrust
operations at Dulles (4) and Lo,. Angeles International (7) airports.
Average values from measurements taken at these two airports (8 meters
for To and 16 meters forTo ) are ;ncorporated in the model.

Plume Height

Because of the lack of experimental data to support plume rise theories
for taking-off aircraft, special plume rise algorithms have not been
incorporated into the model. While research is planned in this area,
until this research is completed, it was assumed that the plume height
was at least as high as the airplane engines. An average value for this

parameter is four meters for airplanes operatng at a typical large
airport.

Stability Class

Pasquill/Gifford stability classes "B", "C", "D", and "E" are expected
to prevail at the airport during the times of air quality assessment.
Turner (3) gives a detailed description of the characteristics of each
stability class. A particular stability class is identified by a range
of wind speed, solar radiation inten-,ity, and cloud cover. Values for
these parameters can be obtained from local National Weather Service or
observer personnel.

Winds

The coordinate system is oriented to the runway on which the aircraft
are assumed to be operating. Since aircraft usually take off into the
wind, wind angles are measured only from 0 to 90 degrees on either side
of the runway. For example, a zero degree wind would blow directlv down
the runway; a 90 degree wind would blow perpendicular to the runway.

Accelera tion

Aircraft performance manuals can be used to determine acceleration
during takeoff. However, the program has been structured to accept an
average takeoff acceleration and performance information should be
adjusted to average acceleration values.

Emission Tail

During the operation of a jet engine, the high velocity of its exhaust
gases creates an emission tail which can extend for a considerable
distance behind the aircraft (Figure 5). This tail is simulated by
assuming a value for its length and by assuming a finite number of
points along the tail at which emissions are considered to be released.
Observations of the tail length of a number of aircraft enabled the
estimation of a nominal value for this tail length and parametric calculation
of concentrations at receptors enabled the selection of a minimum number
of emission release points that would provide reasonable model accuracy
for those wind angles that permit a sweep of pollution over a receptor
during the takeoff run.

3



The program assumes a 225 meter emission tail with threc emission re1L-ase
points located 75 meters apart in the tail (see Figure 5). The model is

programled to index the emission starting point 75 meters further down
the tail after each iteration sequence is completed. The first and last
poins in the tail are 37.5 meters from the ends of the tail. (The tail

starts at the exit plane of the engine.)

Vertical Dispersion Lid

Calcutlations under a variety of assessment conditions showed that a lid
on vertical dispersion, i.e. an inversion "cap", had an insignificant
Offect on concentration at the short downwind distances (less than 1000

meters) employed in assessing aircraft pollutant impact. An algorithm

to account for this phenominon is, therefore, not included in the program.

Iteration Interval

From past program use, a one-second iteration time is recommended.

Using this iteration time interval, the dose calculation can he completed

in less than 15 minutes at a source receptor distance of 300 meters.

Dosage Output

Total dosage is printed out at the end of each iteration sequence. The
program is stopped when the dosage reaches a maximum value. Output

units are parts per million-seconds (ppm-seconds). To determine the

average concentration over a one-hour time period (for compatabilitv

with a particular short term standard) the dosage must be divided by

3600 seconds.

SAMPLE PROBLEM

The step by step procedure for solving the sample problems is described

in this section. While this procedure is structured for a single aircraft,

the same procedure can be used for any number of aircraft bv treating

them as one large aircraft.

Preparation of Data For Program Execution

From Figure 1 it is seen that the Case 1 receptor is located 337.5

meters downwind from the aircraft (as measured along the runway) and 200

meters abeam of the runway centerline. The Case 2 receptor is located

262.5 meters upwind of the aircraft and 100 meters abeam to it.

The ohjective of this problem is to determine the air qualitv impact of

7 a7 No x amissions (reported as NO 2 ) during takeoff. During this takeoff.

it was assumed that a 5-meter per second wind was blowing at 30 degrees
to the runway centerline and that Pasquill/(;ifford stability class "E"

prevailed. The 747 was assumed to have a constant takeoff acceleration

of 1.3 meters per second per second. All imputs are listed in Figures h

and 7.
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The following procedure was used in solving the problems:
Source emissions were obtained from AP-42 supplement 10 (8), where 747
NO emissions are listed at 215.3 kilograms per hour per engine or 60

X
grams per second per engine. Since the 747 has four engines, the total
emission rate was 240 grams per second. To ccommodate the three emission
release points in the "ttiil" (see Figure 5) this rate was divided by 3
to reduce its value to 80 grams per second per "tail" release point.
Selecting an iteration time of one second and multiplving it by the
emission rate results in the release of 80 grams of NO per puff.

lo z and Ty values of 8 and tl meters respectively were selected from
the Standard Deviation of Plume Concentration section of this report and
a plume height of 4 meters was selected from the plume height section.
The beginning time was set at zero bv inputting the iteration time (one
second) and assigning a negative sign to it. The Case 1 receptor is
downwind of the aircraft giving it a positive sign (sec Figure 1). fhe
Case 2 receptor is upwind of the aircraft giving it a nt.gative sign.
The airplane to receptor distance is converted to a "tail" to receptor
distance (at the first "tail" emission point, see Figure 5) by subtracting
37.5 meters from the former to uniformly space the three tail release
points over the 225 meter tail length. The resulting distance between
the receptors and the first point in the emission tail is +300 meters
for Case I and -300 meters for Case 2.

Prog ram Opera t ion

Load the Program

Before loading the prograim the "on-off" switch should be in the "on"
position and the "run-program" switch should be in the "run" position
(for the HP-97 the "trace-manual -norm" switch should be in the "manual"
position). The program can then be loaded into the calculator by first
pushing the number 1 end of the magnetic tape strip* into the slot in
the upper left hand portion of the HP-97 calculator. (On the HP-67
cal culator the slot is located on the right hand side.) When the strip
comes out the other side, turn it around to the number 2 end and push it
through the slot a second time. The program is now loaded into the
calculator and the tape strip which has come out the back -of the calculator
can be stored in the horizontal slot just under the calculator switches.

input Data

Inputs for the Case I and Case 2 problems are listed in Figures 6 and 7
and a printout of the results is listed in Figures 8 and 9. The Case 1
problem is solved by first entering the values for the six input parameters
listed in Figure 6 into the Primary Register by depressing the following
keys: 80 STO 0 8 STO 2 4 STO B 10 STO D I STO E 5 STO I. Any input
errors can be erased by depressir,, the Cl,x key or by turning off the
calculator, restarting it and reloading the program.

* This tape strip can be obtained by contacting the Federal Aviation

Administration; Office of Environment and Energy; 800 Independence
Avenue S.W.; Washington, D.C.20591



.\f tcr te r [ma rv reg i ster has b een I oa ded t Iie seconda rv regis e~r is

I ended b%, depressing thle fol 1ow ing ke'.'s: "f''"-'' 300 STO 0 200 STO
4 1lb SB)' I) 1 CHS** ATO 7 1..3 STO 8 "t" "1P-S*.

[Program Execiit ion

Thet. prog ram is start 1d bV depressing the ''E' key,, for thli a ssumied
staii i iv (The ''B'', ''C'', and ''D)' kevs will stairt the program tor- "B"V,
"'C'", aind ''0' stahili Ityiase respcc ivel v). lie result iny! three
itUMbers pr in ted out onl thle 111-97 or di spli a ved onl thle H'-6 7 a1fter eat-h
iteraition is compl etedl are; (1) time (in seconds ) from the pr)gr~wi
stirt; (2) d istaince (in mieters) that the point in the emission til] has1
moaved dtown the runwa v; andl ( 1) rot a dose- ( in pipm-seconds) t hat the
ree ep tor has reccei vcd

fl, is no ted thar after 20 i terat ions, the dose val1tie will reaichI a
IMaXiMUM of 82. 16 ppm-sec. TPhi s viluje represets the dose rec eived at the
receptor from lie first emission release point in the "tail". When thet
dose converges on this maximum valuie (when all concentra titon digits
remainedl unchanged out to the second dec imalI poinot) thet RIS kev is
depressed t stop the program. The "A'' ke ' is then erse oce,1

reg-isters aind index the start lug poinlt to the s'econd tail posi tion. The
"I'key i s t hen de-pre.-Sedl a1 second t ime to stairt thle next comp ii at ion.

*\'anin who, thet dos11e vauelvels off at 5'1.7)9 ppm-sec., the ''R/S''ke is
deipressed to Stop the programl. Depress ing the "A" key' and then, after
the d isp lav stops flashing, the "'E'' key, porn irs the last computta tion tO
ie cotmplIeted whiclh resi Is in a dosage of .40.8 i ppm-see. for the last
fjaiil po in t. AfPter reaching t Iiis last convergenc e va lI e, the program is,

term ina ted by depressing thli R /S kLev . TI ,per son making the calcenu1at ion
tcan hen sliml the thlree dose va I tis and div ide thIem by 3600 to prottdice a
n e-hoiir conecen tra tion of 0. 05 ppm.

CONCLUSIONS

The method, limi tat ions and use of the STIMPLEX"A" model have been described.
Flie program can determine concentra t ions from departing aircraft and has

he, P1exlbi i t,,, to eas ily accept parameter changes. T t can treat e it her
single or multiple events and] permits air qu1,al ity calcu!ations to be
maide h\ persons without an extensive computer background. The model can

isitin determining the impact of aircraft emissions on air quality in
Conjunctitin with requirements for controlling engine emissions and can b
ISt'd is a screening tool in evalu ta ting the air qua IIitv impact of proposed
:-edtrat act ions at a irports.

The P-S command is input by depressing the "CLx" key on the HP-97 and the
"CHI" key on the HP-67 calculator.

Negative numbers are entered into the Hewlett Packard calculators by
depressing the appropriate number key followed by the "CHS" key.
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Figure 1

SOURCE-RECEPTOR GEOMETRY DURING TAKEOFF

receptor wind -5 rn/s
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3lane
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Case I

r ec ept or

airplane
source low egative

(-262.5)

Case 2
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Figure 2
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Figure 3

REGISTERS AND LABELS

REC IS'ERS

Pr inar v

) emission rate

I "x" distance
2 initial sigma "z"
3 zero register
4 sigma "z" exponent

5 sigma "y" coefficient

6 sigma "y" exponent

7 sigma "z" coefficient
8 total distance (1+3)

9 sigma "z"

A sigma "y"
B plume height

C "y" distance

D wind angle

E iteration time

I wind velocity

Secondary

0 fixed source receptor distance along runway

I plume rise factor
2 dose summation

3 sidewind "y" factor
4 fixed distance -receptor to runway

5 variable distance between source and receptor in the runway

direction

6 initial sigma "y"

7 time at runway location

8 acceleration

9 hypotenuse ("h" in Figure 2)

lABELS

A program to clear registers and make required inputs for
new iteration sequence

B,C,D,E, Storage of coefficients and exponents for sigma
calculations - stability classes B,C,D,and E

4 subroutine for Label A

5 subroutine for Label A

6 subroutine for Label A

7 subroutine to switch registers
8 main program to move airplane along runway and to

calculate dosage

9 subroutine of Label 8
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Figure 4

INPUTS and OUTPUTS

INPUTS

Item Units Keys

Primary Register (P)

source emissions over
duration of event-
emission rate x iteration time grams Sto 0

initial sigma "z" meters Sto 2
plume height meters Sto B
wind angle degrees Sto D
iteration interval seconds Sto E
wind velocity meters per second Sto I

Secondary Register

fixed source receptor distance
along runway meters Sto 0

fixed distance from receptor
to runway meters Sto 4

initial sigma "y" meters Sto 6
beginning time seconds Sto 7
acceleration meters/sec/sec Sto 8

OUTPUTS

total elapsed time at
iteration seconds Prnt 7

fixed source-receptor distance
along runway meters Prnt 0

dose sum parts per million sec. Prnt 2
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Figure 5

EMISSION TAIL GEOM1ETRY

averag exit lane 
ission Point

262.5metes to225 
meters (tail length)

-Mase 2 receptor e 8 t

(ample prbe)+337.5 
meter reto r

Case 1rcp~
(sokmple Problem)
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Figure 6

SAMPLE PROBLEM INPUTS -Case I

IN PUT~S
Item No./ Units Keys*

Address Primary Register none
Source emissions **over

duration of event
(emiss. rate x iter. time)

(80 gm/s x I sec. ) 80 grams Sto 0
initial sigma 'Y" 8 meters Sto 2

Plume height 4 meters Sto B
wind angle 30 degrees Sto D)

iteration interval 1 second Sto E
wind velocity 5 meters per second Sto I

Address Secondary Register f, P-S

fixed soorce receptor distance
along runway +300 meters Sto 0

fixed distance from receptor
to runwav 200 meters Sto 4

initial sigma "v"' 16 meters Sto 6

beginning tine -1 second Sto 7

,icceleratiOn **** 1.3 meters/sec/sec Sto 8

Rcaiddress Primary Regi-ter f, P-S

*Appli Cahie to both HP-97 and HP-67 calculators except that the

wind velocity is loaded into the HP-67 calculator hy depressing
the black "h" key followed by the black lettered "ST I" key.

Possible data source - (7).
**;For a beginning time of zero, the negative value of the iterative

duration must be input. This is accomplished by entering the
duration value followed by the "CHS" key.

** Possible data source - Aircraft Performance M~anuals.

recepto wind - 5 rn/s

200

300 N-\runway

positiveairplane

(337.5) 
suc
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Figure 7

SAMPLE PROBLEM INPUTS - Case 2

Item No./ Units Kevs*

Address Primary Register none

source emissions **over
duration of event
(emiss. rate x iter. time)
( 80 gm/s x 1 sec. ) 80 grams Sto 0

initial sigma "z" 8 meters Sto 2
!,,fume height 4 meters Sto B
wind angle 30 degrees Sto D
iteration interval I seconds Sto E
wind velocity 5 meters per second Sto I

Address Secondarv Register f, P-S

fixed source receptor distance
along runway -300 meters Sto 0

fixed distance from receptor
to runway 100 meters Sto 4

initial sigma "v" 16 meters Sto 6

beginning time *** -1 seconds Sto 7
acceleration **** 1.3 meters/see/see Sto 8

Readdress Primary Register f, P-S

Applicable to both HP-97 and HP-67 calculators except that the
wind velocity is loaded into the HP-67 calculator by depressing
the black "h" key followed by the black lettered "ST I" key.

Possible data source - (7).
* For a beginning time of zero, the negative value of the iterative

duration must be input. This is accomplished by entering the
duration value followed by the "CHS" key.

;*** Possible data source - Aircraft Performance Manuals.

receptor

wind - 5 m/s

runway x

airplane L
source negative

(-262.5)
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Figure 8

RESULTS - Case I

Primary - 1-
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Figure 8 (CONT.)
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